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Defiant is the prequel teaser to the Nature Knights fantasy adventure series for kids aged 9-12.
It's four chapters long and takes place just before book one of the series (Crossing the Rubicon)
begins. Defiant introduces readers to the characters and plot of the story and ends on a
cliffhanger (which is why it’s called a teaser!). In Defiant we meet Clancy Donovan, a twelve-year-
old warrior and future chief of the mighty Aingeal clan, overlords of fire. A plague known as the
Blue Death is sweeping throughout the magical world of Avalon and it is up to Clancy to travel
into enemy territory in search of an antidote. The story continues in book one (Crossing the
Rubicon) where Clancy meets Eric Archer, an enemy of her people. They discover that the Blue
Death is affecting both their worlds and together they go on an action-packed quest for a cure
and encounter dragons, hags, powerful swords and plenty of sorcery. The Nature Knights
fantasy series for preteens is based on the idea that nature can fight back against the
environmental damage mankind is inflicting on it.





Nicole Laverdure, “Beautiful debut for the Nature Knights series!. Defiant is the prequel teaser of
a fantasy adventure for children aged from 9-12. But since, I'm a young at heart person, I
decided to read it so I could recommend it to parents with children who love reading.The author,
Valerie Francis, is new to me and I didn’t know what to expect! What a beautiful surprise!This
series has two main characters, both aged 12 years old, in Defiant, we meet Clancy, a
headstrong and brave little girl, a young warrior and future chieftain of the Aingeal clan. Clancy,
her family and friends live in Donovan, where a terrible disease is getting them sick! So, she
decides to search for an antidote that will lead her to the magical world of Avalon, where she
might find the key to cure them. Let’s mention that Clancy has a special power, you will discover,
what it is, if you follow her journeyValerie Francis really wrote a beautiful fantasy filled with magic,
witch and sorcery. I'm sure this series Nature Knights will please young readers of medieval
adventures.Note for parents, this story is nicely written, I strongly recommend it. As an adult
reader of medieval adventures, I’m quite pleased to have taken the time to read Defiant and offer
it to my grandchildren!I will read, next, her first story Crossing the Rubicon and offer my
recommendation.”

CP, “Great author for kids age 7-13. My daughter likes this book. She says the character
development is good, and the story starts slow and picks up the pace. She liked the topic and
she enjoyed the differences between the good and bad characters.”

Peter Scott, “successful as a teaser. This teaser sample girl called clancyhas a lot introduced
very quickly (lots of characters and backstory), but it had a very interesting main character (girl
called Clancy) and did leave me wanting to read the whole book. Therefore I would have to
admit it was successful as a teaser.... well done.”

PInks, “Okay,m. Good read, too small.. Seemed half cooked.Good read, too small.. Seemed half
cooked.Good read, too small.. Seemed half cooked.read through the book to knoq”

Char, “Made me want to read the whole series!. This prequel definitely did the job of making me
interested to learn more! I read the prequel in ebook wondering if the first book would be
something my nephew would like. I really enjoyed the sense of excitement, empowerment,
wonder the conclusion left - I'm definitely going to read the next book too before passing it along
to my nephew. I want to know what happens!I also appreciated that the author didn't lower the
vocabulary for an audience. It's been a long time since I've read a middle school book and was
shocked to see words used that I wouldn't expect children in this age group to know - it's a great
thing. What better way for children to learn and expand their vocabulary than through an exciting
fantasy adventure. Hidden learning is the best kind! :)”



The book by Valerie Francis has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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